1) Elvis has left the building
Meaning: The show has come to an end. It’s all over.

Example: The event manager said, “I am sorry Mr. Gangnam, you are late. Elvis has left the building.”
2) Feel a bit under the weather

MEANING: Feeling sick or unhealthy.

Example: Renu has just returned from her vacation, but is feeling under the weather and has a sore throat and running nose.
1) Swindle
Noun: a fraudulent scheme or action.
E.g.: That swindle soured a great many potential investors.

Verb: use deception to deprive (someone) of money or possessions.
E.g.: All too regularly we carry stories detailing how con artists and thieves swindled and stole from householders.
2) Ford

Noun: a shallow place in a river or stream allowing one to walk or drive across.
E.g.: The order was to find a ford and to cross the river.

Verb: cross (a river or stream) at a shallow place.
E.g.: The river is not deep and can be forded in many places.
Conform- comply with rules, standards, or laws.
e.g.: The rest room does not conform to hygiene regulations.

Confirm- establish the truth or correctness
e.g.: The report confirms that consumption of liquor regularly will prove fatal for a person.
(2)
Decent - socially acceptable, moral
e.g.: Everybody should opt for a decent way of life.

Descent – origin, decline, downward movement
e.g.: Few people claim direct descent form brutal rulers.
1) Press ahead/on

Meaning: to start or continue doing something in a determined way, although it is difficult.

e.g.: The telecom company intends to press on with the arrangement.
2) Contend with

Meaning: to have to deal with a difficult or unpleasant situation

e.g.: At the age of nine, he had the death of his brother to contend with.